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~~~ 

First Sergeant Alvin D.~ankenship 

Division seven Heat Operations 

To serve as an update to the usages we have developed here in Division Seven for the HEAT vehicles, 
the following spedal events have required the assignment of a HEAT vehicle: 

Obama Rally- Leesburg, Va. -llle United States Seaet SeN'ice requested we use a HEAT equipped 
vehicle at the entrance to a planned rally in Leesburg. The added security offered by having vehicles 
scanned upon arrival to the event provided the ·security detail an additional level of security. The vehicle 
would detect any stolen vehicles attempting to enter the outer perimeter of the event and possibility alla.v 
for some record of attendees In the event a serious event occurred during the event. The information 
avaifa~e through the HEAT vehicle would provide law enforcement wtth a starting point in any criminal 
Investigation. 

Palin Rally- Leesburg, Va.- The United States Secret service requested we use a HEAT equipped 
vehicle at the entrance to a planned rally in Leesburg. The added security offered by having vehicles 
scanned upon arrival to the event provided the security detail an additional level of security. The vehicle 
would detect any stolen vehicles attempting to enter the outer perimeter of the event and possibility a How 
for some record of attendees In the event a serious event occurred during the event. The lntonnation 
avails~ through the HEAT vehicle would provide law enforcement with a starting point In any criminal 
investigation. 

Middleburg Race Track Raid -To conclude a two year narcotics investigation which included the 
Virginia State Pollee as the lead agency and the DEA, FBI, ICE, Loudoun Sheriff's Department, and local 
drug tasks forces, a search warrant was executed at 2:00 a.m. on March ff'. 2009. Usled In the search 
warrant were 300 vehldes subject to being searched during the raid. To assist with locating the vehicles 
listed in the sean:h wannt, the 300 target vehicles license plates were entered into the HEAT vehicle 
computer. The assigned Trooper then patrolled the vast training track facility and identified the vehicles 
curJBntfy on the property that were listed on the search warrant. Searoh teams then responded and 
completed the required search. This served as a very valuable tool in quiCkly locating the target vehides 
of the search warrant. The HEAT vehicle was then placed at the entrance of the fadlity to scan 
employees entering as employees reported to work later In the morning for possible hits on the search 
warrant list of target vehicles. The HEAT vehicle served as a valuable tool in the timely execution of the 
search warrant. 
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Obama Inauguration - Arflngton, Va. -The UnHed states Secret SetVice requested we use a HEAT 
equipped vehicle at the entrance the Pentagon during the security screening for the Inauguration event. 
The added security offered by having vehicles scanned upon arrival to the event provided the security 
detail an additional level of security. The vehicle would detect any stolen vehicles attempting to enter the 
outer perfmeter of the event and possibility allow for some record of attendees in the event a serious 
event occurred during the event. The information available through the HEAT vehicle would provide law 
enforcement with a starting point In any criminal investigation. 

Fairfax County Joint Project • As you are aware during a two-week period in February, the Virginia 
state Pollee teamed up with Fairfax PoUce Department, to assist with a Stolen Vehicfe Operation. The 
Virginia State Police was aSked to provk:te four H.E.A.T. S~nner cars (Mobile Tag Hunter 900), on flve 
separate nightS. The cars were available and assigned to the project. 

The nights assigned to Troopers were February 6111 and "fl. then 10'~~~, 11 111 and 1~. The times ran from 
1830 hours to 0500 hours each day. 

Total number of cars scanned: 69,281 TAGS. 
Cart 04-045 scanned: 30,343 
Cart 02-211 scanned: 14,596 
Cat# 04-108 scanned: 12,766 
cart 04-122 scanned: 11,586 

The teams received 12 false hits during this operation. 

During the operation four stolen vehicles were recovered, the results are as follows: 

Two of the stolen vehicles were abandon 
One ot the stolen vehicles was stopped on the 1·95 con1dor, with two arrests. 
One of the stolen vehicles was stopped on route 1, wH.h one arrest. 

One motorvehlde pursuit was assisted with during the operation. 

One heat team initiated One foot pursuit 

One Felony arrest oocurred, One OUI arrest oocurred and One Revoked driver was arrested. 

One Marijuana arrest was made. 

Also various UTS were Issued during patrol of the areas. 

The Virginia State Police and Fairfax County Police Department work as a cohesive unit and 
accomplished their mission. 

AREA fO- Troopers are continuing to coordinate HEAT patrols with the Loudoun County Sheriff's 
Department in troubled areas of Loudoun County. This cooperation has resulted in one stolen vehicle 
recovery. 'rhis will be an on-going effort with the Sheriff's Office in Loudoun. 

Your assistance with the HEAT vehiCles is appreciated. 

ADBiadb 
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[ ~q r~~J / 
To.

. t/b jJ 
Ueutenant Colonel Herman c. Davis /fr' 

FROM: Captain Steven W. Lambert L 
SUBJECT: Ucense Plato F!eador (LPR) Server r ~..r: ~ 
As you know our department now has ten (10) LPR-equipped cars functioning daily and /{1 
that the by-produd data of this operation is not being centrally stored at this time. This 
data is legalty obtained and can be legally stored for the purposes of criminal 
investigations and inteJIIgence. 

Therefore, it is requested that we purchase a server large enough to store this data to be 
housed in the Virginia Fusion Center (VFC). It is requested tt1at we use Asset Forfeiture 
Funds to purchase the necessary equipment and processes to upload and download tt'le 
LPR data. 

Lastly, it is requested that a detennination be made as to how long we will keep the data 
In that this decision greatly affects the server size. Perhaps a small committee could be 
formed to determine our projected policy. · 

Thank you. 

SWUig 

Cc: Major Robert Tavenner 

.. 
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· Jl p·c; j/11 jd"t LPR data retention: 

I believe the plan as set forth by Captain lambert complies with Virginia law and 
Department policy. The process of giving the data to the HIT A task force will 
ensure its proper use and should alleViate the burden on VSP to retain this data. 

A review of the attached information and relevant case law raises the following 
issues: 

,<\ 1) The retention of LPR data may result in a negative impact on public I 
\\ (V legislators perception of this program. 

~~f A 2) A MOU should accompany any data retention agreement. This MOU 
\ ~ /1 -~ { should address: 

x~ 1~1 f 1 ~) a. How will the data be safeguarded; . 
'f !\.., i \p b. How and to whom will the data be disseminated; 

0 t~ ~\ c. Who will have acce~ to the data; \ I ~ d. How long will the data be retained; 1/ ~V e. WiU there be audits ensuring compliance. 
1 

, 
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